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Canonical is a global company that has been developing operating systems since 2004

Join US
Truly distributed
——
Exceptional, self-motivated, organised and
passionate people deserve the freedom to
live where they want. Our teams travel
regularly to meet colleagues and
customers.
“I have seen incredible places – an
unexpected benefit of life at Canonical”

Best in class

Enterprise focused

——

——

We rate top for Linux security. We run more
hosts, more workloads and more devices than
anybody else, because we strive to do
everything insightfully, properly, fairly, and
openly.

The world is moving to Ubuntu – open
source that's faster, cheaper and better.
Empower engineers, secure precious
data, share knowledge and lead the
change.

“These are exciting challenges and we measure
ourselves against the world leaders. It’s tough,
but satisfying”

“My customers are transforming their
operations around cloud, and I get to show
them that future”

https://canonical.com/careers

Certified Ubuntu Engineer
Stand out! Become a CUBE-Certified Ubuntu Engineer.

About CUBE

With millions of Ubuntu users all around the globe, the only way to
demonstrate your Ubuntu expertise is by earning Ubuntu badges.

Canonical has crafted the CUBE certification program in a way
that allows you to earn badges in 15 different tracks at your
own pace - we call them microcerts. After achieving all 15
microcerts, you earn the CUBE badge, certifying your
proficiency and expertise in Ubuntu, by Ubuntu. We have also
created free-to-use study material and documentations to help
prepare you for the exams.

Apply for free access now >

Why become a Certified Ubuntu Engineer?
Ubuntu is the world’s most popular open source OS for both development and
deployment, from the data centre to the cloud to the Internet of Things. So
whether you are a fresher trying to pave your way into the tech field, or an
experienced professional looking to upgrade your career, Ubuntu certification
is for you! This program will help you upgrade your career and become the
Ubuntu go-to person within your organisation, or even demonstrate your
expertise to get hired by employers who are more likely than not using Ubuntu
software.
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